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Multiparameter strong laws of large numbers. I 
(Second order moment restrictions) 
F. MÓRICZ 
Dedicated to Professor Béla Szőkefalvi-Nagy on his 65th birthday 
§ 1. Notations and a preliminary result 
Let Zd be the set of ¿-tuples k=(kltk2 kd) with non-negative integers 
for coordinates, where d s l is a fixed integer. If the coordinates k j are positive 
integers, we write . Two tuples k=(Jc 1 ,k 2 , . . . , kd) and m=(w l 5 m2, ..., md) 
are said to be distinct if for at least one j we have kj^mj. Zd is partially ordered 
by agreeing that k S m iff k ^ m } for each j. If k S m and k ^ m , then write 
k<m. 
Let k + m and km denote the usual coordinatewise sums and products, respec-
tively. Let 2k=(2*1,2*a, ..., 2*«) and let |k| stand for the product k1k2...ki. Further, 
let us write 0 and 1 for the points (0, 0, ..., 0) and (1, 1, ..., 1) in Zd, respectively. 
Let (X,si,fi) be a (not necessarily a-finite) positive measure space. Let 
{Ck}= {Ck: k€Z+} be a set of measurable functions defined on (X, si, fi) and having 
finite second moments: 
for all k £ Z+, where for the sake of simplicity we write f • dfx instead of f • dp. 
x 
Consider the ¿-multiple series 
i 
(1.1) 2Ck = 2 2 .v1) Si j= 1 k , = 1 
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') Here 2 2 means the rf-fold summation 2 2 ••• 2 • 
*,=i *d=i 
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For beZ" and m eZ"+ set 
s(b, m) = ^ Ck = 2 "J2J ^ .2) 
b+lsksb+m j=1 kj=bj+l 
In case b = 0 the abbreviated notation S(m) = S(0, m) is used. 
Convergence properties of the following types will be discussed: 
(i) S(m) converges a. e. as which expresses the convergence of the 
¿•multiple series (1.1); 
(ii) .S(m)/|m| converges to 0 a.e. as which expresses a strong law of 
large numbers (SLLN) for the ¿-multiple sequence {Ck}. 
We want to emphasize that the term "m-» in (i) and (ii) has different mean-
ings. By the limit m-<-°° in statements of type (i) we mean m ^ j - » » , while 
in statements of type (ii) we mean max In other words, the neighbourhood lsjs d 
of °° defined by a positive number K in the first case is f ) kj>K), whereas 
d 
in the second case is U ( k £ Z i . \ k ] > K ) . 
As is well-known from the theory of multiple Fourier series, the notion "partial 
sum" is used in several ways. If there are no restrictions on the ratios m j m j , then 
¿"(m) is called unrestricted rectangular partial sum, while if there are positive con-
stants C1 and C2 such that for each i and j we have then 5(m) 
is called restricted rectangular partial sum. If here C1—C2=l, that is if m1=m2=... 
...=md—m, then S(m,m, ...,m) is called square partial sum. In this paper S(m) 
always means unrestricted rectangular partial sum. It is obvious that the require-
ment of a.e. convergence for the rectangular partial sums is stronger than for the 
square partial sums. The same observation is true concerning a.e. convergence 
to 0 of S(m)/|m|. Finally, the spherical partial sum Sir) is defined by 
S(r) = 2 . kd> 
where r is a positive integer. Clearly, the notions of rectangular, square, and 
spherical partial sums coincide only for d=l. 
The asymptotic behaviour of both square and spherical partial sums will be 
studied in the following more general 
setting. Let QxC.Q2a... be an arbitrary 
sequence of finite regions in Zd+ such that either Q g r = Z + in statements of r = l 
d bj+trtj fr1+m1 fca+m2 bd+md 
a) 2 2 also denotes a ¿/-fold summation: 2 2 ••• 2 • 
_/=l*J=k>+l k1=l«1+l *,=!>,+1 kd=bd+l 
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type (i) or | J Qr contains infinitely many points from Zd+ in statements of type (ii). r=i 
For r— 1,2,... set 
T(r) = 2 C k . 
k €Or 
The next two particular choices of {Qr} provide both square and spherical 
partial sums. 
Case 1. For each j, l^j^d, let {mj(r)}°be a non-decreasing sequence 
of positive integers such that either Wy (r)—°° in statements of type (i) or 
max in statements of type (ii) as r - « > . Setting Qr=(k£Zd: k^mAr) 1 j 
for each j ) we have T(r) = S(m1(r),mi(r), ..., md(r)). In particular, if mj(r)=r 
for each j and r, then we get back the square partial sums. 
Case 2. The choice Qr={k£Z$: kl+kl+...+k2d^r2} provides the spherical 
partial sums: T(r)=§{r). 
Thus the sums T(r) can be considered as generalized partial sums of the 
d-multiple series (1.1), although they form a set {7X0}Pli depending only on one 
parameter. 
Since Z+ is a partially ordered set, the main difficulties in studying convergence 
properties of S(m) arise from the lack of linear ordering when d^2. On the other 
hand, Z\ has a linear ordering and this explains the better convergence properties 
of T(r). 
Our results will be obtained by making use of a (/-multiple maximal inequality 
of [2] which states bounds on the second moment of 
Af(b, m) = max |S(b, k)| = max max ^ (b , k)|3) l^ksm 1 jd l^kj-gmj 
in terms of bounds on the second moment of Sib, m), whilst b and m run over 
Zd and Zd+, respectively. 
We obviously have 
f S2(b, m 2 1/CkCi dn| = / ( b , m) .*) 
3) Here max max indicates that the maximum has to be taken for all possible integers lSjSdlSkjSmj 
k ^ k 2 , . . . , k d such that l ^ & ^ d i , l ^ £ 2 S r f 2 and 1 n k d S m d . 
*) 2 abbreviates the following 2d-io\A summation: 
b+lsk,lsb+m 
6!+»!! b1+ml bd+md bd+md 
2 2 - 2 2 • k^bi+l I^^+l kd=bd+1 ld=bd+l 
10 
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The following lemma is the special case of [2, Theorem 8] when y = 2 and 
Xj(mj)=1, consequently Aj(mj)=\og 2mj for each j. In this paper all logarithms 
are of base 2. 
L e m m a 1 (the Rademacher—MenSov inequality). For all b£Zd and m6Z+ 
we have 
(1.2) / M 2 ( b , m ) d n ^ / ( b , m) tf 0og2my)*. 
j=i 
For the convenience of using "dyadic blocks" S(2V, 2P), p g Zd, to represent the 
partial sums S(m) during the proofs below, we may assume that £ k s 0 if for at 
least one j we have kj=1. It is clear that this assumption is of technical character 
and does not affect generality. 
§ 2. A.e. convergence of the rectangular partial sums 
On the basis of (1.2) we prove the following 
T h e o r e m 1 (the non-orthogonal Rademacher—Men§ov theorem). If 
(2.1) 2 > + l | 2 2 
msO 2m+l3k, IS2m+l 
then (1.1) converges a.e. in the sense that 5(m) converges a.e. as m-+oo. 
If the functions £k are mutually orthogonal, i.e., if for all distinct pairs k and 
1 we have 
/ Ck Cidfi = 0, 
then the general term of (2.1) may be simplified as follows 
|m + 1 |2/(2m , 2m) == 2 *iA 0og 2kj)2. 
2m+lSk32m+* J=1 
Hence Theorem 1 yields 
C o r o l l a r y 1 (the Rademacher—Mensov theorem). If the functions Ck are 
mutually orthogonal and if 
(2.2) Z * k 7 7 ( l o g 2 f c j ) 2 < ~ , 
kal ;=1 
then (1.1) converges a.e. 
Condition (2.2) is satisfied if, for example, 
<rl = o \ f l fc/'Gogifc^-^loglog4^-1-4 ij=i J 
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or 
(2.3) ffk = 0{ |k | - l ( log2 |k | ) - M ( log log4 |k | ) _ 1 ~ 8 } 
with an e > 0. The fulfilment of (2.2) in the second case can be verified by repeated 
use of the estimation 
2 j~Klog 2aj)~' (log log 4 a ; ) " 1 " ' = O {(log 2a )" i + 1 (log log 4a)"1"«}, 
J=i 
where a s l and z's2 are integers, and e>0. 
We remark that Theorem 1 for d= 1 was essentially proved by SZEP [6] 
(although it is stated there in a slightly weaker form), while Corollary 1 for d=2 
was proved by AGNEW [1] (see also PANDZAKIDZE [3], where the proof of Step 2 
is not complete). 
P r o o f of T h e o r e m 1. By the above remark it is enough to treat the case 
ds 2. 
Step 1. We begin with proving that S'(2P) converges a.e. as By the 
Cauchy convergence criterion it is sufficient to show that 
(2.4) S(2p+,t) — S(2P) tends to 0 a.e. as p-*<=o and q>0 . 
To this end let us represent the difference in (2.4) as follows 
S(2P+«)-S(2P) = { 2 - 2 }Ck = { 2 - 2 2-, 2»), 
lskS2P BSmSp+q-1 OgmSp-1 
where p s l and q>0 . Applying the Cauchy inequality hence we get that 
(5(2P+Q)-5(2"))2^{ 2 ~ 2 } |m+l | 2 S 2 (2 m ,2 m )X Osmsp+q-l Osmsp-l 
x{ "2i 2} }j , 112 • 
Ogmsp+Q-l OSmSP-1 | ® t 1 | 
Taking into account that the second factor on the right is uniformly bounded for 
all p s l and q>0 , 
(2.5) (S(2P+<O-S(2P))a = 0 ( l ) { 2 - 2 } |m+l | 2 5 2 (2 m , 2m). 
OSmSp+q-l OSmSp-1 
Since by (2.1) 
2 [ m + l | a / S 2 ( 2 m , 2m) dn 2 |m+ l |2 / (2m , 2») < 
m s O m s O 
the B. Levi theorem implies the a.e. convergence of the ¿/-multiple series 
2 |m+l |2S2(2m , 2m). 
m s O 
Consequently, the right-hand side of (2.5) can be made as small as needed by 
choosing m i n p i large enough. This proves (2.4). - . . i¡sjssd J 
10« 
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Step 2. It has remained to prove that the maximal deviation 
(2.6) max |iS(2p+m)—S(2P)| tends to 0 a.e. as p - « > . 
Isms0> 
Let p s O and l S m é 2 p be fixed. It is not hard to check that 
iS(2p+m) - S(2p) = 2 S ^ , cm+(1 - E) 2"), 
e 
where the summation 2 ' s extended over all possible 2d—1 choices of 
E 
e=(ei , e2, ..., ed), Sj=0 or 1, the case e 1 = e 2 = . . . = e a = 0 excluded. From this 
representation it follows immediately that 
(2.7) i maX 2 p | 5 (2 p +m)-S (2 p ) | ^ 
^ 2 max max |S(E2p, Em+( l -e )2 p ) | = ^ M E ( p ) , 
£ ISJ'SJ lám S2PJ e 
ej=l i 
i.e. ME(p) is the maximum of all |5(E2p, EM+(1—E)2p)|, where those coordinates 
rrij run between 1 and 2"' whose subscript j is such that г]=\ in 8. 
Let us fix an e. If for each j we have e7 = 1, then the corresponding maximum 
on the right of (2.7) is 
Mx (p) = max max |5,(2", m)| = M(2P, 2P). 
LSJSD XSMJS2PJ 
In virtue of Lemma 1 we have 
J M2(2P, 2v)d(i | p+ l | 2 / (2 p , 2"). By (2.1) hence 
2 f M2(2P, 2P) dfi < 
PSO 
which implies via the B. Levi theorem that A/(2P, 2P) tends to 0 a.e. as 
Now consider an £ such that for at least one j we have £y=0. For the sake 
of simplicity we assume that £ 1 = e 2 = . . . = e e = l and se+1=...=ed—0, where 
l ^ e < d . Then for the corresponding maximum Mc(p) we have 
Afs(p) = max max |5(E2p, EM+(1—E)2 p ) | m 1 á j í e l^mjS2Pj 
d Pi-1 
S 2 2 ( m a x max |5(E2p+(1—E)2d, EM+(1—E)2d)|), 6) 
i=e+ln,=0 l^ j se i^mjS2Pj 
6) We remind that max max abbreviates max max ... max , and 
IS jSe lSmjS2pJ lSm^ZPl lSm8s2P2 lSm.saP« 
d Pi-1 P. + i - l Pd-1 
2 2 abbreviates 2 ••• 2 • 
=e+l»,=0 n« + i = 0 Bj=0 
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where n = ( n l 5 n 2 , . . . , nd), although the first e coordinates nlt n2, ...,ne of n play 
no role on the right-hand side of the last inequality. By the Cauchy inequality, 
(2-8) M2(p) = 0 ( l ) J " ' ¿ I A ( " i + l ^ X 
i = e + l n , = 0 <-¡=«+1 
X max max S2 (c2"+(1 - «) 2", CM+(1 - E) 2n) [. lsjse 1SmjS2Pj ') 
We have to apply the e-parameter version of Lemma 1 for all sets 
i d 2»<+1 1 
If* *.= 2 2 C* j = 1,2, ...,e\, 
I ¡ = « + 1 t ( = 2 n , + 1 J 
where nt may take on the values 0,1, ...,/>¡—1 for i=e+1,..., d. By virtue of 
(1.2) we come to the inequality 
(2.9) f { max max 52(e2"+(1 - e) 2°, em+(1 - E) 2-)) du s -> n s j s e l^mjSZPj 
^ /7(Pj+l)2 2 2 »A 
j=1 J=1 2Pj+lSkj,lj&lPj+1 
— n(pj+i)s 2 I f t e M j=1 2<" + lSk,lS2«l+1 
with q=Ep + ( l - £ ) n . 6 ) 
Combining inequalities (2.8) and (2.9), we obtain that 
/ { max sup Mc2 (p)} dfi = 0(1) 2 2 |q+l|2/(2«>, 2").'> 
e + l s i s d p , £ 0 i = e + l n , = 0 
By (2.1) we can establish that 
I ¿ / { m a x sup Me (p)} dfi = 0(1) 2 N+l | 2 / (2 q . 2®) < <», 
j=l Pj=0J e+lsisd p,S0 qEO 
whence via the B. Levi theorem it follows that Mc(p) tends to 0 a.e. as p->-<». 
Since this is true for each ME(p) on the right-hand side of (2.7), statement (2.6) 
holds true. 
To put (2.4) and (2.6) together, we can conclude the assertion of Theorem 1. 
e 2P1+I 2P1+1 2P.+1 2P.+1 
6) We remind that 2 2 abbreviates 2 2 2 2 
J=12Pj+l^kj,lj-m2Pj+1 ik1=2Pi+l li^iPi + l k.=2Pt+ll.=2Pt+l 
(a 2e-fold summation). 
') max sup Af|(p) is understood as the supremum of all A/|(p), when the last d—t coor-
e+lslsd p,eo 
dinates p.+1, •••,pd of p€Z d run, independently of each other, over the non-negative integers. 
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§ 3. A.e. convergence of the square and the spherical partial sums 
Let Q1(zQ2a... be an arbitrary sequence of finite regions in Z+ such that 
U Qr=Zd+, and let 0 O = 0 . Set 
T(r)= 2 C u ( r = 1,2,. . .) . 
k € 0 , 
The one-parameter versions of Theorem 1 and Corollary 1 read as follows. 
T h e o r e m 2. If 
¿ 0 + 1 ) 2 2 1 /CkCi^l 
f=o k,iee2i+i_i\C2'-i 
then T(r) converges a.e. as r—<*>. 
C o r o l l a r y 2. If the functions £k are mutually orthogonal and if 
(3.1) ¿ ( 2 log2 2r < oo, 
r = l k € C r \ O r - , 
then T(r) converges a.e. as r—°°. 
By setting 4 = 2 Ck for r = l , 2, ..., Theorem 2 follows from Theorem 1 
k€Or\Or-i 
in the case d= 1, while Corollary 2 is a consequence of Theorem 2. 
It is worth going into details in connection with the square partial sums, i.e., 
when Qr={k£Zd+: k^r for each./}. Then k 6 g f \ e , - i iff max (kl3 k2, ..., kd)=r, 
further, | e r \ f i r - i l = 0(r<"1) . Here \Q\ denotes the number of the points of Z% 
contained in Q. Condition (3.1) is satisfied if, e.g., for k£Qr\Qr_t we have 
al = 0{r~d (log 2 r ) - 3 (log log 4r)~1_1!} 
or 
(3.2) Ok = 0{ |k | _ 1 (log 2 r ) -" - 2 (log log 4r) - 1~ a} = 
= Odkl" 1 (log 2 |k|)"d-a (log log 4 Ikl)"1-«} 
with an e>0. The first relation in (3.2) ensures the fulfilment of (3.1) since 
2 |k | - 1 = 0 { r - 1 (log 2r)d-1}. 
keoAc, . ! 
The second relation in (3.2) follows from 
r = m a x ^ , fc2,..., fej) ^ |k| r*. 
Condition (3.2) is clearly weaker than (2.3) for 2. 
We note that in the more general situation when e coordinates of m £Z+ depend 
on a parameter r, while the other d—e coordinates vary independently of each 
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other where l ^ e c d , then the following result can be achieved. For the sake of 
simplicity we consider only the case when the functions £k are mutually orthogonal. 
Let { /M;( r )}pbe non-decreasing sequences of positive integers such that mj( 1) = 1 
and rrij(r)-» as r—<*> for each j—l,2,...,e. If 
2 fc2, ...,ke) n (log 2kt)2 ksl (=e+l 
where X(kl,k2,...,ke)=log2r if mj(r)^kj<mj(r+l) for each j= 1,2, . . . , e, 
then S^m^r),..., me(r), me+1, ..., md) converges a.e. as r—°°. and mt-*-°° for 
each i=e+\,...,d. 
§ 4. A ¿-parameter version of the SLLN 
Application of the results of § 2 to the series 2 ik/PM yields» via the ¿-parameter 
ksl 
version of the Kronecker lemma (for d— 1 see, e.g., [5, p. 35]), criteria for the a.e. 
convergence to 0 of S(m)/|m| as However, as we emphasized in § 1, the 
limit is used in different senses according as the a.e. convergence of a d-
multiple series Qmin^ m ^ o o ) or the a.e. convergence to 0 of 5(m)/|m| (̂ max^ my-» 
is studied. Since the convergence notion xajx^mj-*^ induces a finer topology 
than the notion ^min^mj-«-<», the application of a generalized form of the widely 
used Kronecker lemma is not appropriate at present. Thus we follow another way 
to obtain the following SLLN. 
T h e o r e m 3 . I f 
(4.1) 2 mBO K I 2m+lak,l32m+1 
then 
(4.2) lim 5(m)/|m| = 0 a.e. 
C o r o l l a r y 3 (SLLN for orthogonal functions). If the functionsare mutually 
orthogonal and if 
(4.3) /7 ( log2fc y )a<- , ksl |K| >=l 
then (4.2) follows. 
Condition (4.3) is satisfied if, for example, we have 
ffk = O { n k j Cog 2kj)~* Gog log 4fcy) - 1 - e | 
or 
(4.4) ^ = 0{ |k |aog2 |k | ) - s a ( loglog4 |k | ) - 1 -«} 
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with an e>0. We mention that Corollary 3 for d= 1 was established by TANDORI [7] 
(see also PETROV [4]). 
To prove Theorem 3 we begin with a generalization of the so-called Toeplitz 
lemma (for d= 1 see, e.g., [5, p. 36]). 
L e m m a 2. Let {w(m, k): m, k € Z + } be a set of non-negative numbers with the 
following two properties: 
(4.5) 2 > ( m , k ) = i C 
ksl 
for all m £Z+ with a constant C, and 
(4.6) lim w(m, k) = 0 m co 
for all k I f {j(k): kCZ^.} is a d-multiple sequence of real numbers such that 
(4.7) s(k) -«- 0 as 
then 
(4.8) f(m) = 2 w ( m , k ) s ( k ) - 0 as 
ksl 
P r o o f of Lemma 2. By (4.7) for any e=-0 there exists a k0GZ+ such that 
(4.9) | s ( k ) | ^ £ if k ^ k 0 . 
Consider the decomposition of i(m) into two summands: 
'(m) = { 2 + 2 } w(m, k)s(k) = \-t2. lsksko M k / 
On account of (4.5) and (4.9), for all m£Z+ we have that | f 2 | sCe. By (4.6) 
we can choose an m 0 € Z d such that for each k€Z+ with l s k s k 0 we have 
|w(m, k)| s e/ 2 Is (k) | if m £ m0. lsksko 
Hence |ii |Se. 
Collecting the above reasonings we conclude that 
|f(m)| s= (C+l )e if m=£m 0 . 
This is the wanted (4.8). 
Lemma 2 just proved makes it possible to show the following simple assertion. 
Let {wk: k€Z+} be a ¿/-multiple sequence of numbers. Put 
s(b, m ) = 2 Mk and s(m) = s(0, m), 
b+lsksb+m 
where b€Z d and m£Zd+ . 
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L e m m a 3. The statements 
(4.10) lim s(2m)/|2m| = 0 
m-^eo 
and 
(4.11) lim s(2m, 2m)/|2m| = 0 
U J - * OQ 
are equivalent. 
P r o o f of L e m m a 3. From the well-known representation 
a 
s(b, m) = 2(~ l ) ^ e j s ( b + (1 - £ ) m ) , 
8 
where the summation 2 i s taken for all 2d choices of E=(e1,e2,...,eJ) with com-
c 
ponents £ j=0 or 1, the implication (4.10)=>-(4.11) immediately follows. 
To facilitate the use of dyadic blocks s(2k, 2k), we assume that « k = 0 if fo 
at least one j we have kj=1. Then 
*(2m) y , s(2k,2k) 
with w(m, k)=|2k | / |2m | for l s k ^ m - l and w(m, k ) = 0 otherwise. The 
assumptions of Lemma 2 are clearly satisfied, the application of which gives the 
implication (4.11)=>(4.10). This completes the proof. 
P roo f of T h e o r e m 3. Step 1. First we prove that 
(4.12) lim S(2m)/|2m| = 0 a.e. 
m-»oo 
By Lemma 3 it suffices to show that 
(4.13) lim S(2m, 2m)l |2m| = 0 a.e. m-•oo 
For convenience we again assume that Çk=0 if k~ 1 for at least one j. Since 
by (4.1) 
2 |2m | - 2 f 52(2m, 2m) d/i s 2 |2m | -2 /(2m , 2m) < - , 
msO mSO 
where, as before, 
/ ( 2 - , ' 2 - ) = 2 |/CkCi<fa|, 
2m+lsk>ls2in+1 
the B. Levi theorem implies (4.13), and consequently (4.12). 
Step 2. Now we turn to the proof of the relation 
(4.14) lim |2 m | - 1 max |5 (2 m +p)-5(2 m ) | = 0 a.e. m—°° lsps2m 
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As in the proof of Theorem 1, we start with the representation 
S(2» + p ) - S ( 2 m ) = 2 , 5(c2 m ,E P + ( l -£ )2 r a ) ) 
8 
where the summation 2 is extended for all £=(6^ e 2 , . . . , ed) such that the coordin-
e 
ates Bj assume the values 0 and 1 independently of each other, excluding the case 
e1=e2—...=ed=0. Thus 
(4.15) max |5(2n«-|-p)-5(2m)| ^ 
l 3 P S 2 m 
d mj-1 
^ 2 2 2 M(z2m+(1—e)2",e2m+(1—E)2"), 
e j=l Qi—O ej=0 
d mj-1 
where 2 2 has the following meaning. For given E, let e , = 0 iff 
7 = 1 Qj — O 
ej=o 
J = j \ , j 2 , •••,je, where 1 ^.A <y2 < . . . < / c Sd . Then we have to form the e-fold 
mh~1 "J . - 1 
summation 2 ••• 2 • 
By virtue of Lemma 1 and (4.1) we have 
2 | 2 k r 2 / M * { 2 \ 2") dn 2 2k) < 
ksO J ksO |2 | 
Hence the B. Levi theorem implies the a.e. convergence to 0 of Af(2k, 2k)/|2k| 
as k— 
Rewriting (4.15) into the form 
|2m | - 1 max |5(2m+p) —5(2m)| S 2 2 "2 Hm, k) M ( 2 " ' 2 " } 
lSpS2m 8 j= 1 g,=0 ' |2k| 
C j = 0 1 
with k = c m + ( l - E ) q and w(m, k)=|2k | /[2m | if for at least one j we have k—rrij 
and w(m, k ) = 0 otherwise, it is enough to apply Lemma 2 in order to get (4.14). 
This completes the proof of Theorem 3. 
§ 5. A one-parameter version of the SLLN 
Let Q1C:Q2C: ... be an arbitrary sequence of finite regions in Zd+ such that 
OO 
U Qr contains infinitely many points of Z i , and let Qo=0. 
r = l 
T h e o r e m 4. If 
(5.D ¿ " i T n ? - 2 l / i k i . ^ « - , 
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then 
(5.2) | - i 2 C k - 0 a.e.as r -
k€0r 
C o r o l l a r y 4. If the functions £k are mutually orthogonal and if 
(5.3) ¿ ( 2 
r=i kee r\Qr-i lisrl 
(5.2) follows: 
In fact, set 2 Ck for f = l , 2 Condition (5.1) ensures, owing 
k€Ot\Ct-i 
to Theorem 2 in the case d= 1, that the series 2 %tl\Qt\ converges a.e. Hence 
t=i 
(the usual one-parameter form of) the Kronecker lemma yields 
Ifirl"1 2Zt = ierl-1 a.e. as i=i k eer 
as asserted in (5.2). 
If {Qr} is chosen as in Case 1 of § 1, then we obtain criteria for the a.e. con-
i 
vergence to 0 of Sim^r), m2(r), ...,md(r))/ ]Jmj(r)> while in Case 2 we obtain 
criteria for the a.e. convergence to 0 of S(r)/rd as r->-<*>. 
It is instructive to specialize condition (5.3) for square partial sums S(r, r, ..., r), 
i.e., when 0 r = { k e Z d : k^r for each j}. Since \Qr\=rd, (5.3) is surely sat-
isfied if 
2 ^k = Of r 2 4 - 1 (log 2r)~3 (log log 4r) - 1 - < !} 
k€C r\0P.i 
with an £>0. Taking into consideration that k e 0 P \ 0 r _ x iff max (klt k%, ..., kd)=r 
and that 
2 [k| = 0(r*>~i), 
k HQr\Qr-i 
condition (5.3) is also satisfied if 
(5.4) ffi = 0{|k| (log 2r)~s (log log 4 r ) ~ = 
= O {jk J (log 2 [k [) - 3 (log log 4 lk |) " i -
where e=-0 (cf. (3.2)). In case </s2 condition (5.4) is essentially weaker than (4.4). 
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